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The Annenberg Debate Reform Working Group (for biographies of members see Appendix One) was created by the Annenberg Public Policy Center of the University of Pennsylvania to explore ways to increase the value and viewership of presidential general election debates, taking into account the ways in which the rise of early voting, the advent of social media, establishment of new media networks, changes in campaign finance, and the increase in the number of independent voters have altered the electoral environment.1 It would be difficult to overstate the significance of these changes.

When general election presidential debates emerged in 1960, network television dominated the media landscape. In an era where 90% of television viewers watched three networks, and had few other choices, the “roadblocked” debates commanded the available air space.

When the Republican and Democratic political parties formed the Commission on Presidential Debates in 1988 (for a history of debate sponsorship see Appendix Two), there was no Internet or vote by mail, and “early” voting was primarily absentee balloting with significant restrictions.

In 1988, there was no Fox News, no MSNBC, no Univision or money spent by the campaigns on cable advertising (and no digital on which to spend).

In 1988, there were no Super PACs and by today’s standards the levels of campaign-related “issue advertising” and “independent expenditures” were small. In a number of past decades, campaign acceptance of federal financing imposed limits on spending.

Since 1960, transformational shifts in television viewing – the plethora of cable channels, Internet streaming, and other methods of viewing video content – have dramatically eroded the power of the “roadblock.” Nielsen data show that the percent of U.S. TV households viewing the debates has declined from 60% in 1960 to about 38% in 2012.2 Additionally Hispanic media now attract substantial audiences. In both the July sweeps of 2013 and 2014, the number one network among both those 18-49 and those 18-34 was Univision.3

In today’s environment, traditional media are working to adapt to a world in which digital content is increasingly a primary source of “news” for many Americans.4 Moreover, the fastest-growing block of voters in the country considers itself non-aligned5 and not represented by the major political parties who originally formed the Commission on Presidential Debates. The new “news” is often delivered in 140 characters, and a voter’s most trusted information source is often a “friend” from Facebook. Voting is conducted earlier and earlier, by mail and in-person. Super PACs and other funding organizations play an increasing role.

Those who organize debates and those who participate in and watch them generally share the view that overall: these exchanges should be informative and not “canned”; the topics should be wide-ranging and relevant to voter choice and interest; and the vice-presidential as well as the presidential candidates should be heard. The Working Group agrees. But while in recent campaigns the debate process has
incorporated more open formats, and moved from the traditional timed answers and strict structures, in general it has changed very little since 1992, when the single moderator and town hall formats were adopted. Very few “television programs” have succeeded with a format that is more than two decades old.

Yet, these quadrennial events remain important. Not only do they continue to attract a larger viewing audience than any other campaign event or message, but also, consistent with past data, a 2014 survey conducted by Peter D. Hart and TargetPoint Consulting for the Working Group found that “Presidential Debates” were a top source of information in helping voters with their decisions and deemed the “most helpful” by a plurality of respondents. However, the proportion viewing debates is not as large as it once was or as it could or should be. Although Nielsen data reveal that the numbers viewing broadcast and cable debates have increased in every election year since 1996, the proportion viewing debates on TV and cable is down from the 1992 level.6 Importantly, a Nielsen study commissioned by the Annenberg Public Policy Center reveals that although viewership numbers have increased somewhat since 1996, the largest growth is among those aged 50-64,7 a cohort socialized in an earlier media era.

At the same time, substantial numbers fail to watch an entire debate or multiple ones. Across the 2004-2012 election years, a plurality of debate viewers watched only a single debate8 (See also Appendix Three). In particular Nielsen analysis confirms that:

In 2012, 20.2% of viewers 18 or older watched at least some of one debate, 16.2% watched at least some of two debates, 15.3% watched at least some of three debates and 14.9% watched at least some of all four debates. Across all debates, those who viewed at least some of one averaged 35.1 minutes of viewing time, those who watched at least some of two averaged 47.8 minutes, those who viewed at least some of three averaged 66.1 minutes and those who viewed at least some of four averaged 172.5 minutes of viewing time.9

There is no question that debates have a unique capacity to generate interest in the campaign, help voters understand their choices in the upcoming election, forecast governance, and increase the likelihood that voters will cast a vote for the preferred candidate rather than primarily because of opposition to the opponent. With needed reforms, presidential general election debates can do a better job of meeting these goals and can also increase the level and amount of viewership; without change, the proportions viewing debates may decline further and the levels of viewership among two important constituencies – the young and Hispanics - stagnate.
THE GOAL OF REFORM:
DEMOCRATIZING THE DEBATE PROCESS

Reform of the presidential debates should be accomplished by re-shaping formats, emphasizing candidate accountability, better aligning debates with the changing attitudes of the electorate, and modifying the debate process and timing.

Overall, the effect of the desired changes is a democratization of the debate process. To this end, and as discussed at length in this Report, the Working Group recommends:

Expanding and Enriching Debate Content

■ Increase direct candidate exchanges and otherwise enhance the capacity of candidates to engage each other and communicate views and positions;
■ Reduce candidate “gaming” of time-limited answers and create opportunities to clarify an exchange or respond to an attack;
■ Enlarge the pool of potential moderators to include print journalists, university presidents, retired judges and other experts;
■ Use alternate formats for some of the debates, including a chess clock model that gives each candidate an equal amount of time to draw upon;
■ Expand the role of diverse media outlets and the public in submitting questions for the debates; and
■ Increase the representativeness of audiences and questioners at town hall debates.

Broadening the Accessibility of the Debates

■ Embrace social media platforms, which are the primary source of political information for a growing number of Americans, and facilitate creative use of debate content by social media platforms as well as by major networks such as Univision, Telemundo, and BET, by providing unimpeded access to an unedited feed from each of the cameras and a role in framing topics and questions; and
■ Revise the debate timetable to take into account the rise of early voting.

Improving the Transparency and Accountability of the Debate Process

■ Eliminate on-site audiences for debates other than the town hall and, in the process, reduce the need for major financial sponsors and audiences filled with donors;
■ Publicly release the Memorandum of Understanding governing the debates as soon as it is signed;
■ Require the moderators to be signatories to the MOU to ensure compliance with the agreements about rules and formats; and
■ Clearly articulate the standards required of polls used to determine eligibility for the debates.
Expanding and Enriching Debate Content

The proportion of the electorate viewing debates is substantially lower than it once was (see also Appendix Four).

Moreover, debates are not giving voters as substantive an understanding of the candidates as they might. Candidates and their party representatives view them as a hybrid of Sunday morning interviews and gladiatorial clashes, and express frustration with the constraints the joint press conference structure imposes on their ability to communicate their positions, priorities and core political messages, and clarify distinctions between or among the candidates.

The Working Group believes that debate formatting needs to be rethought. There are several contributing reasons. Across the past half century of scholarship on debates, scholars have noted how format limitations “have made it difficult for audiences to see the ‘real substance’ of the candidates’ positions and policies”.10 These same formatting conventions “not only thwart sustained discussion of serious issues, but also encourage one-liners and canned mini-speeches”.11

Figure 1. Average percent across all debates of voting age population that watched the presidential and vice presidential debates on television.
Looking back at the 1960 debates is a striking exercise that offers a model for considering reforms in the current structure for the Working Group. With eight-minute opening statements and longer answer times, both personalities and positions were clearer and more compelling. The highly moderated format we have today has produced shorter answers, but the result has been less substance and more equivocation. At the same time, strict time allotments treat all questions as equally important and encourage candidates to use all of the allocated time as well: if the candidates try to respond at greater length, they appear to “filibuster;” if they abbreviate their responses, they convey lack of interest or knowledge. In any case, the short-answer format rewards those who resort to clever quips and sound bites.

Because it believes that the general format has calcified over 52 years, and especially the past 20 years, when innovation has largely stopped, the Working Group has adopted two fundamental goals for evaluating alternatives: (1) The voters should learn more about who the candidates are, what they stand for and what they would do in office, and (2) The candidates themselves should be responsible – and therefore accountable – for the quality of their performance. With a candidate-centric format, success or failure rests on the individual candidates’ shoulders.

Figure 2. Percent of voting age population that watched the most widely viewed debate on television.

Rethinking Formats for Debates

Many of the Working Group’s recommended format changes have been proposed before. In one major study, respondents who had participated in “Debate Watch,” a voter education program involving tens of thousands that was originally associated with the Commission on Presidential Debates, favored “something closer to a Lincoln-Douglas debate with less intrusion from the moderator. This would include cross-examination by the candidates, opening and closing statements...a limited number of topics per debate, different topics in each debate, more flexible time limits that would allow for more depth of analysis and clearer comparisons and contrasts between or among positions while avoiding discussion of a topic from a previous question during a subsequent topic, rules that allow the moderator to keep the candidates on the topic...” That work noted as well that “many participants expressed a belief that cross-examination would improve the debates by making candidates more spontaneous and by providing viewers with better information and bases for comparison. One of the major criticisms of the existing formats was that they did not produce enough interaction between the candidates...” Because the Annenberg Working Group agrees with many of these sentiments, its members recommend retention of the town hall, the addition of two new formats—the chess clock model and the reformed standard model—and a re-evaluation of the roles of the press and moderator.

Alternative Formats

At the core of the Working Group chess clock format is an idea that has been circulating for more than two decades. The seventh recommendation of the 1986 Institute of Politics–Twenty-first Century Fund Report also known as the Minow report (see Appendix Two) read: “The use of journalists as questioners should be eliminated in favor of allowing the candidates the opportunity of questioning each other.”

The “Chess Clock” Model. Under this model, each candidate is allotted approximately 45 minutes of speaking time. Eight topics with equal blocks of time are provided. Anytime a candidate is speaking, that candidate’s clock visibly counts down. To take control of the floor, a candidate simply hits the chess clock. No answer, rebuttal or question may exceed three minutes. The hard time stops are agreed upon; when a candidate runs out of total time, he or she has exhausted the right to speak. Remaining time at the end of the moderator-posed topics can be used for a closing statement.
In the chess clock model, the candidates, not the moderators, would be responsible for follow-up. As discussed below, reform of the standard model would have the moderator enforce time limits and raise topics culled from a variety of sources. The moderators would not be tasked with asking follow-up questions; instead, candidates would be expected to challenge incomplete and nonresponsive statements by the opposing side.

The topics would be drawn from a pool of submissions from broadcast, print and social media, and from the general public, vetted by an editorial committee formed perhaps of representatives of leaders of the presidential libraries, presidents of major public and private universities, or the heads of major public libraries. The selection filter is the question, “What will a President face while in office — and how is he or she likely to respond?”

Under this model, candidates can choose to go into greater detail on matters of greater importance to them; they are not compelled to pad time on others.

The Reformed Standard Model. Under the reformed standard model, there would be no chess clock and the time would be allocated between the candidates on the more traditional understanding: e.g., one minute for response, 30 seconds for rebuttal. The changes would otherwise remain the same as in the chess clock model in two respects: the role of the moderator and the source of the questions. Two additional features, giving candidates more flexibility to rebut or clarify and the opportunity to prepare statements on some topics in advance, would be added to increase their opportunity to engage the opponent and feature central points of their agendas.

This first, which involves allocating to each candidate two “points of personal privilege” in congressional terms, or “challenge flags,” allows each candidate to exercise two 90-second opportunities to deviate from the format and make a statement. This allows each to clarify a previous response or respond to an attack when the formal format would by rule (if enforced) preclude it.

The second additional feature would call for each candidate to be given two different topics ahead of time. Each may prepare a four-minute response; the other candidate, also supplied with the topics in advance, has equivalent time to offer a counterstatement, rebut, and cross-question the first candidate. Alternatively, in advance of one of the debates, each candidate would select two topics with two additional ones decided by the moderator through the reformed process recommended in this Report, and two by some form of social media ballot.
Town Hall Debates

The town hall format is an important feature of presidential debates. Although the first presidential debate of 2012 drew the largest number of viewers, the town hall “had a higher rating and held viewers’ attention longer.” The town hall would follow roughly the same format as used in recent years, but with, again, the adjustment in the role of the moderator, who would enforce process requirements and time limits, but would not have a role in asking follow-up questions or supplement the roster of questions posted by the citizen-participants. The town hall debate should include no live audience other than the citizens who are the participants in the town hall, and who ask the questions. The questioners should be selected from undecided voters in battleground states and not, as has occasionally been the case in the past, from communities in less competitive jurisdictions that do not offer the same desirable diversity of views. The set should be designed to minimize the physical “traffic” both between the candidates and between the questioners and the candidates, allowing for an orderly and clear progression of debate exchanges.

Re-evaluating the Role of the Press and Moderators

At the request of the Annenberg Working Group, in March 2014, Peter Hart convened five focus groups in Denver involving individuals who voted in 2012 and reported having watched some or all of one or more 2012 presidential general election debates. “The single largest criticism of the debates centers on the inability of moderators to do their job,” concluded Hart. “Some participants perceive some moderators to be biased and ruining the fairness of the debate. Others complain that the moderators either do not have the skills to control the candidates or to call them on ‘non-answers.’”

Table 1: 2012 Debate Moderators—Concerns About Complaints
By Age (Extremely/Very Concerned Combined)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concern</th>
<th>18-34 (A)</th>
<th>35-49 (B)</th>
<th>50-64 (C)</th>
<th>65+ (D)</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The moderators tend to play favorites, giving one of the candidates the edge</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The moderators tend to lose control of the debate and the candidates interrupt one another and go over the time limits</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The moderators overstep their boundaries and inject themselves in the debate process</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The questions moderators pose are not the right questions on the important issues</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The national survey conducted for the Working Group by Hart reinforces concerns about the role of the moderator.

The Working Group raised an additional set of concerns. In recent years, the moderator has been a television journalist, and more often than not a current or former anchor of a major network news program. When a network uses a debate as an opportunity to showcase its broadcasting talent and enhance its brand, the somewhat arbitrary selection of moderators from a maximum of four networks in a world now populated by many more than that creates a competitive advantage for the selected outlet. One result of all of this is that the debates can take on the appearance of marketing opportunities for the network whose reporter or anchor is moderating. Moreover there is pressure on the campaigns to push for or accept certain moderators for debates. Also of concern is the fact that moderator selection is not a transparent process.

The format changes recommended by this group would address many of these concerns by focusing the role of the moderator on moderating.

A review of press coverage surrounding the 2012 general election confirms that the moderators – their performance, the reactions to their performances, perceived tilts toward one candidate or another – have become an integral part of the presidential debate story. This attention to the role of the moderator stems in part from two aspects of the role which raise the question of whether these debates are best moderated by individuals in their role as journalists or, moderated by an individual whose sole responsibility is ensuring that the debate process works well. The Working Group favors the latter. The criticisms of debate formats as joint news conferences or joint Sunday show-type interviews reveal the inherent tension in the role of journalists acting in their capacity as journalists while also performing as moderators.

At present, in the debates other than the town hall, the moderator decides which questions are asked, or which topic areas are covered, with as much or as little input from the public or other journalists as he or she wishes. This can result in questions that advance the news agenda more than public understanding of the candidates, their plans and position on issues. Press
control of content and pursuit of “follow-up” can create an interview or Sunday show dynamic in which the candidate is engaged with the moderator, as opposed to the other candidate. Candidates end up preparing to debate the moderator as well as their opponent(s).

Consistent with our belief that the debates should be a forum for the views of, and exchanges between, candidates, the Working Group recommends the following areas for reform:

**Development of Questions:** The debates should employ a more formal process of soliciting topics and questions both from the general public through a variety of platforms as well as from a broad group of knowledgeable experts that would include print as well as broadcast journalists. The questions could be curated by a group, potentially made up of directors or members of boards of presidential libraries and major public libraries, or public and private university presidents, with the moderator responsible for framing the questions. This reform would invite greater diversity, and give both the public and a broader representation of the press corps an opportunity to identify topics and questions that the debate should cover.

We believe that a full third of the questions by the moderator in the debate should be obtained from non-news sources. On an individual level, this change gives voters and politically interested Americans greater opportunity to shape the debates. Involving the audience, however, demands participation that enhances the debate viewing experience. Audience participation should be much more than a novelty – it should contribute to the greater dialogue and provide a meaningful way to participate. Moreover, audience participation has the potential to help direct conversation and reaction before and after the debate and in the process increase interest. If well structured, a high level of interaction between the public and the people running for president furthers our goal of helping Americans make the most informed choices.

**Expanding Pool of Potential Moderators:** Television networks argue that live, televised events can be effectively moderated only by experienced broadcast journalists. The challenge of moderating the debate, with the producer giving guidance in the moderator’s ear, is real – trying to make sure time is allocated fairly, that the order of responses is correct, and that the candidates’ focus shifts as needed to different topic areas. Moreover, there is a belief that journalists offer an informed perspective that ensures that important topics are covered and candidates answer the questions asked.

However, as noted, a moderator’s control of content and pursuit of “follow-up” can create an interview or Sunday show dynamic in which the candidate is...
engaged with the moderator, as opposed to the other candidate.

With a more limited role for the moderator, there is no reason that the potential moderator pool could not be broadened to once again include print journalists as well as other persons of stature such as university presidents, retired judges, historians, and others with demonstrated credibility – as was proposed at the birth of the televised debates in 1960. This also would address the diversity issue. In the past, debate moderators have not reflected the diverse makeup of the country.

Adopting a More Inclusive, Transparent Selection Process: The current process of choosing moderators is not transparent. We recommend that a designated group, again potentially made up of presidential library heads and board members, develop an initial list and that the campaigns select a moderator from that list. While the system may produce one moderator who would facilitate more than one debate, we would strongly suggest using different moderators for different debates to add variety and increase public interest.

The Question of the Criteria for the Inclusion of Minor Party or Independent Candidates

Over the course of the presidential debates, there has been limited independent or minor party candidate participation. In 1980, independent candidate John Anderson was included in the first debate (although Democratic nominee and incumbent President Jimmy Carter declined to participate). In 1992, independent candidate Ross Perot participated in all of the presidential debates, but was not invited to the debates four years later. Those are exceptions to the general pattern that presidential debates feature only the two major party candidates.

The Commission on Presidential Debates administers a two-part test for inclusion of candidates: (1) Any candidate included must have the ability to be elected in the general election by qualifying for ballot inclusion in states adding up to at least 270 electoral votes, and (2) Any candidate who passed the ballot test must reach at least 15% in independent national surveys in the period leading up to the debates.

Whether they identify themselves as independents or non-aligned or just refuse to state a preference, one of the significant changes in American elections since the Democratic and Republican parties formed the Commission in 1987 is the growth of those who call themselves non-aligned voters in this country.

As important is the fact that 50% of those in the millennial generation, now ranging in ages from 18-33, described themselves as political independents in March 2014.15

Given this reality, and the fact that the independent/non-aligned candidates have succeeded in winning statewide races over the past decade, the Working Group discussed whether the time has come to revisit the standard for including candidates. It heard views on this topic from advocates of liberalized standards for the inclusion of independent candidates, including from those arguing for a guaranteed invitation for at least one independent candidate regardless of the person’s standing in the polls and electoral viability. It has been argued that the rules should take account of the possibility that through inclusion in the debates an independent candidate could build the potential for victory that he or she did not have at the outset.
There is support in both the focus groups and in the survey for a lower entry threshold. Where 41 percent of those surveyed favor the status quo, 47 percent oppose limiting “the debates to the two major party candidates unless a third-party candidate can exceed 15% in the polls.” The survey asked which of two statements came closer to the respondent’s view:

**Statement A:** The rules for a third-party candidate inclusion should be relaxed so that it is easier for them to be part of the debate. Even if it is unlikely that they will win the presidency, it would make the major candidates respond to their ideas.

**Statement B:** The rules for a third-party candidate inclusion should not be changed, because the third-party candidates take away from the central purpose of listening to and watching the two people who are most likely to become the president.

In response, 56 percent said the rules should be relaxed while 28 percent said they should not be changed. Fifteen percent offered no opinion or did not know. Similarly, respondents in Hart’s focus groups favored “making it easier to allow third-party candidates in on the debates.”

---

**Figure 3. Party Identification, Yearly Averages, 1988-2013**

*Based on multiple day polls conducted by telephone.*


Copyright © 2014 Gallup, Inc. All rights reserved. The content is used with permission; however, Gallup retains all rights of republication.
In discussing alternatives for the American election, the Working Group examined the current 15% threshold for inclusion, measured by public opinion polling, coupled with qualification for the ballot in enough states to win a majority of the Electoral College. It considered the balance to be struck between ensuring a diversity of views, and giving voters the opportunity to consider the views of the candidates—the major party candidates—with the highest likelihood of being elected. On this question, there was not a consensus on the best solution.

The Working Group concluded that the debate must remain principally an exchange of views for the benefit of voters who are faced with a choice of a potential president, and that therefore the debaters should have by a fair measure a realistic chance of winning the election. But the Group could not arrive at a consensus and has not therefore made a recommendation for a modified standard.

However, a majority of the Working Group agreed that the selection criteria now in place should be replaced with a structure that, in addition to demonstrated capacity to win a majority of electoral votes, would involve: a) lowering the threshold for the first presidential debate to 10%, b) raising it to 15% for the second; and then c) increasing it to 25% for the third and final debate. This process would facilitate inclusion of third-party or independent voices at the outset of the debate schedule, while requiring a showing of expanded support as the campaign—and debate period—continues. These proposed changes respond to the argument that independent candidates have to clear too high a hurdle in the first instance, and if given a greater chance at the outset to participate, may be able to build support.

Because standing in polls plays a critical role in determining eligibility for debate participation, the Working Group does believe that it is important that the standards required of polls used to determine eligibility are clear; the number and identity of the polls on which the decision will rely are announced in advance; the survey question that will be used to assess eligibility is disclosed in advance; and answers are provided in advance to such questions as: What happens if a candidate falls below the polled threshold but is nonetheless within the margin of error?
Broadening the Accessibility of the Debates

The Internet has produced increased democratization in the political process. Almost overnight, information became available from a variety of sources, not just the major networks, and opened a platform to the average person for voicing opinions and sharing news and coverage.

Debates have failed to keep up with the evolving digital viewing habits of the American public. At the same time, social media have altered the ways in which the public consumes the debates. The May 2014 survey conducted by Hart found that “When young people do watch debates, they are significantly more likely to actively follow the debate through social media platforms, such as Twitter or Facebook. More than a quarter (28%) of 18-34 year olds and about a fifth (19%) of 35-49 year olds said they both watched and actively followed the 2012 debates on social media platforms. Significantly fewer older adults reported such activity (12% 50-64 year olds and 8% of 65 and older).”

Broadcast and cable networks play an essential role, but the shifting media habits of the American electorate – characterized by the expanding number of cord-cutters and off-the-grid segments – are noteworthy, and by 2016, the shift to digital media consumption will be even more pronounced.

We would recommend embracing this changing media landscape by providing full access to debate content on a flat, universal feed developed according to predefined, public technical standards and shared with media companies and individuals alike. We would also complement a common feed with clean, succinct, accessible data and analytics. In the Hart survey, 55% of the public surveyed and 69% of those 18-34 support streaming debates over the Internet on external outlets simultaneously as the debate is going on. Doing so frees campaigns and media providers to focus on what matters: creating valuable debate experiences for the voters.

To facilitate these changes, technological infrastructure should provide a level playing field for competition and innovation. Universal access is ideal for this purpose. Flexible and adaptable, this foundation will allow the market to develop media delivery models and offerings that suit viewers of different ages and habits.

Digital content providers deserve a central role in setting these universal requirements. Even though we don’t know what those will look like in 2016, let alone 2020 or 2024, if debates are to stay relevant, they must adapt to the variety of viewing habits and technologies in use.

An election comes down to the millions of individual decisions made by voters. The voters—not broadcasters, media providers, or networks—ought to determine how, where, and when debate content is used. Open, universal access to debates, with meaningful content presented in a relevant way, can help ensure the continuing viability of the presidential debates well into the future.
Revising the debate timetable to take into account the changes in voting behavior since 1988, particularly early voting. Because the fall calendar of an election year includes the Summer Olympics, Major League Baseball’s post-season, and the Jewish high holidays, the challenges confronting presidential debate schedulers are significant. When party conventions are held in late August or early September, the schedule is compressed even more, with the result that debates often cluster into the month of October.

Importantly, the increase in early and no-excuse absentee voting means that October debates occur after balloting has actually begun. In 2012, the percentage of voters who cast ballots before Election Day was 31.6%, according to a Census Bureau study. The affected proportion of the electorate is large. Thirty-two states currently allow early voting. Washington and Oregon conduct all of their voting by mail before Election Day. The earliest early voting currently occurs 45 days before Election Day (in South Dakota and Idaho). While the data indicate that only a small percentage of voters voted prior to the first debate in 2012 (0.90%), a more significant number cast their ballots before the third debate (6.89%) (see chart below). Figure 4 shows that the number of absentee and early voting by date from 8 battleground states in the 2012 Presidential Election.
voters increases rapidly day by day in the last two weeks before the election, which reduces the appeal of having a debate closer to Election Day. Moreover, all of the active duty military and their families living abroad vote absentee well in advance of Election Day.

Since fundraising and university logistics dictate that the Commission pick dates and sites over a year in advance of the election, there is currently no flexibility built into the debate schedule. However, there is precedent for increasing flexibility in scheduling. In 1996, the four Clinton-Bush-Perot debates were held outside of the Commission’s announced schedule over a nine-day period.

In response to increased early voting and the important role the debates play in informing voters about the candidates, the Working Group recommends that:

- The first debate should be scheduled mid-September to give military families and voters who participate in early voting the opportunity to see at least one debate before casting their votes. Sixty-three percent of the respondents in the Hart survey favored moving the first debate to early September before early voting begins.
- The “debate season” of three presidential debates and one vice presidential debate should occur in a window of 19–25 days. The decision on the final schedule for the debates should be set by July 1 of the election year.
- On-site audiences should be dispensed with to eliminate the need for booking sites far in advance and provide greater flexibility in timing and location.

Improving the Transparency and Accountability of the Debate Process

The Memorandum of Understanding

Since the presidential debates are an event held for the benefit of the public, they should be structured to meet basic standards of transparency and accountability. The adjustments necessary to achieve these goals are neither complicated nor controversial.

The Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) negotiated by the candidates settles various terms and conditions of the debate (for a synthesis of MOU content, see Appendix Five). In the past, these MOUs have not been made routinely available to the press and public. Because it works out details specific to a given venue and addresses concerns important to the campaigns (e.g., a riser for shorter candidates, whether a candidate can take or bring notes), the MOU is an agreement important to the debate process.

Upon signing, the MOU negotiated by the candidates should be made available to the press and public. The MOU should be posted to the website that the Group recommends be maintained to provide supplemental information about debate topics and to facilitate citizen engagement.

In addition, all the key participants in the debate, including the moderator, should sign the MOU. It makes little sense to have the candidates negotiate understandings that must be enforced by a moderator who is not a party to the agreement. In the past, the moderators, as representatives of the media, have declined to sign the MOU out of a desire to protect their role as journalists who are expected to keep their distance (and objectivity). The Working Group has
recommended reforms to address this conflict in role, proposing changes in the role of moderator and in the role of the press generally. In the proposed model, journalists who serve as moderators are working as moderators, not journalists, during the debate: they have agreed to perform the task as a public service, not as an act of reporting. While reporting is unquestionably an act of public service in other contexts, in this one, it presents the live and demonstrated risks discussed in the testimony to the Working Group. While under these proposals members of the press would remain available for selection as moderators, the Working Group concludes that the person who wishes to be a moderator should only do so on the condition that he or she signs the MOU.

Reducing the Debate “Spectacle” and its Cost

The debates have become an extravaganza, elaborate in design and costly. Hosting universities construct temporary buildings or retrofit spaces not just to create a debate venue, but also for spin alleys, candidate holding rooms, surrogate viewing areas, press filing centers, staff work spaces, and ticket distribution. Streets are closed and transportation systems developed to accommodate the movement of Secret Service motorcades and hundreds of audience members to and from the debate site. A television studio is built in the debate hall; technology is installed to give media and the campaigns access to communication systems. Thousands of media, campaign staff, surrogates, and audience members travel to the site. In the hours prior to the debate, corporate sponsors provide food and entertainment for an audience comprising policy makers and influentials. In years past, the debate site supported not just the audience in the hall but also the crowd that gathers for the events surrounding the debate and the surrogates representing the campaigns before and after the debate and available to “spin” the media.

Substantial private funding is needed for a spectacle on this scale. With the private financing comes product promotion and the spending for corporate branding and “goodwill.” How these arrangements are reached, and on what terms, should be a matter of general public interest, but little information is provided or known. Although the overall cost of producing this extravaganza is high, little of it is directly necessary for the main event.

All that is necessary for a presidential debate is a stage for the candidates and a mechanism to transmit their words and images to the public. Other features of current debates including the spin room, the audience, the beer tents, and the locked-down university campus
contribute to a spectacle that distracts from the main purpose of the event: the discussion of the major issues among the candidates for president.

**No Spin Alley.** Other costs now typical of the debate process have become less necessary and useful than in the past. For example, with the rise of social media, the value of “spin alley” has diminished as the senior campaign voices are more likely to use email or Twitter to engage the press both during and after the debate. These changes substantially lessen the need for an elite facility where chosen political spinners and credentialed journalists gather in person to engage in a tired ritual.

**No In-Person Audience.** The presence of the in-person audience not only raises questions about the seemliness of its composition but its presence carries risks as well. Once the debate begins, despite warnings to remain silent, audience reaction can and has affected the impressions of those viewing at home (See Appendix Five). Laughter, cheers or jeers also magnify moments and distract attention from the substance of the statements made by the candidates. Although it is sometimes said that these eruptions are primarily a problem for primary debates and have been rare in general election debates, there is no reason to assume that this good fortune will last. After all there have been audible audience responses in general election debates: examples include audience reaction to President Reagan’s answer to a question about his age and the response to the exchange between Senators Lloyd Bentsen and Dan Quayle over any comparison of the latter with President John Kennedy. Even one such episode is too many.

Some argue that the presence of a live audience provides positive energy that can bring the best performances out of the candidates. However, the presidential debates that are routinely put forth as the most consequential and substantive ones, the 1960 Kennedy-Nixon debates, were held in a TV studio with a very small on-site audience.

There is ample precedent for using a television studio for political debates. In addition to the 1960 debate, the 1976 Carter-Ford presidential debates and the 2010 United Kingdom general election debates were held in studios. Television studio debates are routine for gubernatorial and senatorial elections.

Moreover, as discussed earlier, the audience creates the need for a large logistical footprint that increases the cost of the overall production and raises transparency and accountability issues.

Some point to the presence of students from the host university in the audience as justification. However, the percentage of the audience made up of students relative to donors is small. There are more cost-effective ways to involve students in civic education (generally) and debate education (specifically) than staging a onetime, multimillion-dollar event on campus.
CONCLUSION:

The Annenberg Debate Reform Working Group has presented this analysis and related recommendations in the service of Presidential debates that reflect major changes in our electorate, politics and media. More can and should be done to enrich their content, enlarge their audience and improve upon their accessibility. The members of the Working Group are confident that while views about the particulars will vary, there is likely near-unanimity about the vital importance of Presidential debates and, therefore, of the need to ensure that they continue to answer the needs of the voters who have watched and listened to them, and to draw into our political process those who have not.
What did you think of the presidential debate?

Call from: Indianapolis, Indiana
APPENDIX ONE
PROCESS

Held on September 26-27, 2013 — the 53rd anniversary of the first Kennedy-Nixon debate — the Working Group’s first meeting focused on debate topics, the format of the debates, moderators, timing and number of the debates, negotiations with candidates, audiences and interactivity, and debate sponsorship. Its second meeting, on November 8, 2013, concentrated on the role of media in future presidential debates and the logistics involved in producing them. The meeting included discussion with social and legacy media representatives and with those who have handled logistics for campaigns in recent debates. In the third session on December 16, 2013, the Working Group heard from scholars who have studied third-party candidacies as well as from individuals urging alternative criteria for inclusion of third-party candidates in debates. Convened in Cambridge, Md., in early February 2014, the fourth meeting reviewed what had been learned and identified research required to address unanswered questions. On March 27-28, 2014, the fifth meeting, which like the first, second and third was held at the Annenberg Public Policy Center in Philadelphia, focused on the logistics involved in producing debates, the ways in which social media might be harnessed to increase the value and viewership for debates and the role of non-legacy networks. The meeting included discussion with social and legacy media representatives and with those who have handled logistics for campaigns in recent debates. In the third session on December 16, 2013, the Working Group heard from scholars who have studied third-party candidacies as well as from individuals urging alternative criteria for inclusion of third-party candidates in debates. Convened in Cambridge, Md., in early February 2014, the fourth meeting reviewed what had been learned and identified research required to address unanswered questions. On March 27-28, 2014, the fifth meeting, which like the first, second and third was held at the Annenberg Public Policy Center in Philadelphia, focused on the logistics involved in producing debates, the ways in which social media might be harnessed to increase the value and viewership for debates and the role of non-legacy networks. The fourth meeting reviewed what had been learned and identified research required to address unanswered questions. On March 27-28, 2014, the fifth meeting, which like the first, second and third was held at the Annenberg Public Policy Center in Philadelphia, focused on the logistics involved in producing debates, the ways in which social media might be harnessed to increase the value and viewership for debates and the role of non-legacy networks.

The Working Group also:

* discussed the history and value of presidential debates with Newton Minow, who played an indispensable role in the institutionalization of presidential debates.
* met with broadcast and cable network representatives as well as with the director of the Commission on Presidential Debates (CPD), Janet Brown, and separately with CPD co-chairs Mike McCurry and Frank Fahrenkopf.
* convened a group of debate scholars to assist the Working Group in evaluating debate formats.

To support the work of the group, the APPC commissioned a Nielsen study of viewship patterns in and across debates, a series of focus groups on debates conducted by Peter D. Hart, and a survey of public attitudes about debates also conducted by Hart along with TargetPoint Consulting. Annenberg doctoral student Eunji Kim synthesized the content of the debate memoranda. APPC senior researcher Bruce Hardy synthesized NAES data on close following of debates and with Jamieson conducted a series of experiments on the effects of the immediate audience’s cheers and laughter on the home audience’s perception of the candidates. Kim and Hardy analyzed fall-off patterns in viewing within and across debates. Annenberg researchers Jennifer Isaacman and Deborah Stinnett identified differences in questions asked by those in town halls and journalists, and Jamieson synthesized the scholarly literature on debates’ importance and effects.
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APPENDIX TWO
SPONSORSHIP

1960 Debates:

In February 1959 in the Lars Daly case, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) ruled that newscasts were covered by the equal time provisions of Section 315 of the Communications Act of 1934. Congress responded by amending Section 315 to exclude bona fide newscasts, regularly scheduled interviews, programs, and on-the-spot reporting of bona fide news events. That initial piece of legislation did not include debates. On June 27, 1960, Congress passed a joint resolution (S.J. 207) temporarily suspending the “equal time” provision for the 1960 presidential and vice presidential candidates. As CBS president Frank Stanton noted, “At midnight November seventh we automatically reverted to the equal time provision of Section 315 of the Communications Act, as revised, which, by requiring broadcasters to give equal time to all candidates of all parties including splinter groups and faddists, for all practical purposes outlaws broadcasts of face-to-face meetings” (in Kraus, 1962, p. 66).

Shortly after being nominated, Richard Nixon and John F. Kennedy accepted the networks’ invitation to appear in “The Great Debates.” Each saw an advantage in debating. For Kennedy, the debates were an opportunity to dispel the notion that he was too young and inexperienced to be president; for Nixon, the debates seemed an opportunity to showcase his skills both as a television performer and debater. NBC board chairman Robert W. Sarnoff emphasized that the Kennedy-Nixon debates:

Do not represent a donation of free time to the candidates. They are rather an exercise of broadcast journalism in which the candidates have agreed to appear within a framework calculated to stimulate a dignified, genuinely informative airing of their views, and to test those views against each other.

Details concerning the 1960 debates were “worked out in protracted negotiations—twelve meetings in all—between representatives of CBS, NBC, ABC, and the Mutual Broadcasting System, and advisors to the candidates,” note Minow and Sloan (1987, p 12). “The sponsorship of the individual debates was determined by lot...” (Minow and Sloan, 13).
1976 Debates:

Behind in the polls, in his convention acceptance address incumbent Republican Gerald Ford challenged his Democratic opponent, Jimmy Carter, to debate. The challenger accepted. As a result, for the first time in history an incumbent debated a challenger. A vice presidential debate was held as well. Because the FCC's 1975 Aspen decision held that debates not sponsored by a broadcaster were “bona fide news events,” the 1976 presidential debates were able to be sponsored by the League of Women Voters. Despite reservations, the League acceded to candidate demands that there be no reaction shots of the audience. Reliance on a press panel to pose questions was widely criticized by reporters and academics as was the fact that the League had permitted the candidates to decide the rules under which the debates would occur.

1980 Debates:

The 1980 debates were also sponsored by the League, which proposed the same schedule as 1976: three presidential and one vice presidential debate. With John Anderson running as an independent, the League set criteria to determine eligibility to participate in debates that included passing a 15% threshold in public opinion polls and sufficient ballot eligibility to be elected. When the incumbent Democrat Jimmy Carter refused to participate in a debate with Anderson, a League-sponsored debate between Anderson and Republican party nominee Ronald Reagan was held on September 21. By contrast it was vice presidential nominee George H.W. Bush and not vice president Mondale who refused to participate in a vice presidential debate with Anderson’s vice presidential nominee Patrick Lucey. After Anderson fell below the League’s threshold for eligibility, a Carter-Reagan debate was held on October 28, a week before the election. The fledgling cable network CNN included Anderson in the debate by giving him the opportunity to respond to the questions offered to Carter and Reagan. Again the League acceded to the demands of the candidates. So for example, the panelists for the Carter-Reagan debate were selected by joint agreement of the two campaigns.

1983: A Twentieth Century Fund Task Force concluded: “The public is not well served when debates are negotiated in the heat of the fall campaign and when the candidates’ tactical advantages become more central to the negotiations than the public interest” (In Minow and Sloan, 35).

1984 Debates:

Although the FCC had altered the Aspen rule to permit networks to sponsor debates, the League retained that franchise in 1984, sponsoring two presidential and one vice presidential debates.

1985: On November 26, 1985, Frank Fahrenkopf and Paul Kirk, the chairs of the two major parties, issued a “Memorandum of Agreement on Presidential Candidate Joint Appearances” which declared that “to better fulfill our parties’ responsibilities for educating and informing the American public and to strengthen the role of political
parties in the electoral process, it is our conclusion that future joint appearances should be principally and jointly
sponsored and conducted by the Republican and Democratic National Committees.”

**1985:** In February 1985, the Center for Strategic and International Studies at Georgetown formed a 40 person bipartisan Commission on National Elections co-chaired by Robert Strauss and Melvin Laird. Issued in April 1986, the Commission report endorsed the Fahrenkopf and Kirk memorandum and recommended that the two major political parties institutionalize debates by forming an organization responsible for running them and by securing the commitment of their respective candidates to participate in them.

**1986:** In 1986, the Harvard Institute of Politics-Twentieth Century Fund formed a 30 person study group chaired by Newton Minow.

In December 1986, Minow, who had played a key role in televised U.S. presidential debates throughout their history, convened a conference to evaluate 10 of his recommendations to improve the functioning of presidential debates:

1. Quadrennial presidential debates should be institutionalized.
2. The Democratic and Republican parties should make firm commitments to future presidential debates as an important contribution to the public interest.
3. The Democratic and Republican parties should establish a bipartisan Presidential Debates Organization now to administer the 1988 debates.
4. The Presidential Debates Organization should have an Advisory Committee composed of a broad, diverse group of public citizens.
5. The Presidential Debates Organization should set the time, number, and location of presidential debates for the 1988 campaign well in advance, preferably in 1987.
6. At least three presidential debates, and one vice presidential debate, should be scheduled. The debates should begin immediately after Labor Day and should conclude by the third week of October.
7. The use of journalists as questioners should be eliminated in favor of allowing the candidates the opportunity of questioning each other.
8. The question of third-party candidates should not undermine the goal of institutionalizing debates between the Democratic and Republican party candidates. (That question can be considered, in all its complexity, in the context of a guaranteed minimum of debates between the major party candidates.)
9. To insure third party access, other avenues, such as free television time for candidates, should be explored and adopted.
10. As in 1960, Congress should suspend Section 315 of the Federal Communications Act for presidential and vice-presidential candidates in the 1988 election.
**1987:** On February 18, 1987, the chairs of the two major political parties formally announced the existence of a 10 member Commission on Presidential Debates which they would co-chair. The Commission was established to sponsor vice presidential and presidential debates.

**1988 Debates:** Both the League of Women Voters and the Commission on Presidential Debates announced dates for fall 1988 debates. When the League rejected the terms of the Memorandum of Understanding that the campaigns handed to both the Commission and the League, and the Commission agreed to its terms, the Commission became the sponsor of the two presidential and one vice presidential debate of 1988. Of particular concern to the League was the absence of the chance for follow-up questions.
YOUNGEST GROUP LEAST LIKELY TO WATCH MOST OF DEBATE

### 2012 Debate Viewing—Length

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>By Age (Among Debate Viewers) (N=892)</th>
<th>18-34 (A)</th>
<th>35-49 (B)</th>
<th>50-64 (C)</th>
<th>65+ (D)</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All/Most (collapsed)</td>
<td>75%B&lt;sup&gt;CD&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>88%&lt;sup&gt;A&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>85%&lt;sup&gt;A&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>89%&lt;sup&gt;A&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whole debate</td>
<td>42%B&lt;sup&gt;D&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>41%&lt;sup&gt;D&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>45%&lt;sup&gt;D&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>59%&lt;sup&gt;B&lt;sup&gt;&lt;sup&gt;BC&lt;/sup&gt;&lt;/sup&gt;&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most of the debate</td>
<td>33%B&lt;sup&gt;C&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>47%&lt;sup&gt;CD&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>39%&lt;sup&gt;D&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>30%&lt;sup&gt;B&lt;sup&gt;&lt;sup&gt;BC&lt;/sup&gt;&lt;/sup&gt;&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some/a little (collapsed)</td>
<td>25%B&lt;sup&gt;CD&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>11%&lt;sup&gt;A&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>15%&lt;sup&gt;A&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>11%&lt;sup&gt;A&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Just some of the debate</td>
<td>21%B&lt;sup&gt;CD&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>7%&lt;sup&gt;A&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>12%&lt;sup&gt;A&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>10%&lt;sup&gt;A&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Just a little of the debate</td>
<td>4%&lt;sup&gt;A&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>4%&lt;sup&gt;D&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>1%&lt;sup&gt;B&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A, B, C, and D represent each age category, respectively. The letter placed beside a data point means that the referent age category is statistically different from the data point age category. ‘A’ refers to 18-34, ‘B’ refers to 35-49, ‘C’ refers to 50-64, and ‘D’ refers to 65+. For example, if there is a letter “C” next to a number under the 18-34 category (A), then that means that the difference between the number in the C category and the A category is statistically significant at the 95% confidence level (p<.05).

When you watch the debate do you usually watch the whole debate from the beginning to end, most of the debate, just some of the debate, or just a little of the debate? Data from survey conducted by Peter D. Hart and TargetPoint Consulting. Survey conducted May 15-May 21, 2014. Margin of Error +/-3.28%.
APPENDIX FOUR
1960-2012 HOUSEHOLD RATINGS TRENDS:
PRESIDENTIAL DEBATES

Prepared for: Annenberg Public Policy Center
Source: Nielsen Npower

Note: HH GRP% = The sum of HH ratings for all telecasts of the particular debate
APPENDIX FIVE
ELEMENTS IN MEMORANDA OF UNDERSTANDING

Focus of Debates

From 1988 to 2012, the debates concentrated on two broad issue areas: domestic policy/economic policy and foreign policy/national security.

In 2012, the Committee announced specific topics under each issue (not mentioned in MOU) area prior to the debate. For the first presidential debate on domestic policy, topics included economy, health care, the role of government, and governing. For the third presidential debate on foreign policy, they included America’s role in the world, war in Afghanistan and Pakistan, Israel and Iran, Middle East and terrorism, and rise of China.

Format of Debates

Opening/Closing:

General agreement

(1) No opening statement by candidate (Exception: 1996)
(2) A closing statement that does not exceed 2 minutes
(3) Order determined by a coin toss

Change over time

   a. In 2012, whether closing statement for the third presidential debate would be 90 seconds or 2 minutes was resolved by a coin toss.

Props & Notes:

General agreement

(1) Neither candidate shall be permitted to carry in notes or any other materials
(2) Moderator must interrupt if a candidate uses a prop (2000, 2004)
(3) Neither candidate may reference or cite any specific individual sitting in a debate audience
   (2008, 2012)
Neither film footage nor video footage in a debate may be used publicly (1988)

**Exception**
In 1988, the MOU did not categorically prohibit the use of excerpts. Instead it stipulated that excerpts not be used out of context or in a false or deceptive manner.

**Order of Questioning:**

**General agreement**
1. The same question is to be asked of each candidate and the order then reversed.
2. The order of questioning is determined by a coin toss.
3. The winner of a coin toss shall have the option to take the first or second question. The order of closing statement is determined by reversing the order.

**Apportioning of Time:**
A moderator is responsible for all time limits and shall interrupt when a candidate exceeds the permitted time limit.
Specific time segments were agreed to in 2008 and 2012.

- 2008: 9 nine-minute segments
  (2 minutes for each candidate + 5 minutes for open discussion)
- 2012: 6 fifteen-minute segments
  (2 minutes for each candidate)

**Direct Address/Questioning:**
In general direct candidate-to-candidate questioning has been banned. Exceptions are made for rhetorical questions. In 2008, this agreement was in force only in the second presidential debate (town hall).

**Town Hall Audience Questions:**

**General agreement**
1. A moderator shall exercise full authority to select the questions from the audience and expand discussion

**Change over time**
1. Earlier debates allowed moderator to ask brief follow-up questions to clarify.
2. Audience is asked to submit questions to the moderator prior to the town hall debate (since 2000).
(3) Prior to the debate, campaigns will be told the method used to select the citizens in the town hall (since 2000).

(4) Moderators are asked not to "coach" the questioners (since 2008).

**Exception**

In 2008, the moderator used questions submitted on the Internet, which constituted 1/3 of the total questions.

**Press Panelist Format** (Only applicable to 1988 and 1992):

Besides having a moderator, the presidential debates in 1988 and 1992 had a press panelist format in which selected panelists asked questions of candidates.

**General agreement on panelist selection**

Each side submits 6 to 10 panelists. When 2 or more possible panelists are agreed upon, these names will be submitted to the Commission which will select one panelist from each list. For the third panelist, the Commission submits a list of 10 possible panelists to each side and then picks one from mutually agreed upon panelists. Each debate will have different panelists.

Panelists were drawn from the following institutions.

**1988 First Presidential Debate:**
- Atlanta Constitution, the Orlando Sentinel, ABC News

**Second Presidential Debate:**
- ABC News, Newsweek magazine, NBC News

**1992 First Presidential Debate:**
- The Boston Globe, ABC News, Freedom Forum

**Third Presidential Debate:**
- Reuters, CNN, United Press International

The press panelist format was abandoned after the 1992 debate.

**Moderators**

**Moderator selection rule:**

In general each side submits 1-2 possible moderators. When each agrees upon at least 1 possible moderator from the other’s list, the name will be submitted to the Commission which will then select moderator for mutually accepted candidate (1988, 1992, 1996).

Candidates have agreed to follow the Commission’s recommendation (since 2000).
Number of moderators:
One moderator for three presidential debates (2000)

Moderator role:
General agreement
The moderator will open the program, monitor length of answers, identify each topic before the questions are asked and ensure that questions are balanced.

Change over time
The 2008 and 2012 MOUs stipulate that the moderator shall not ask the candidates for a “show of hands” or make similar calls for response.

Exception
(1) The moderator was expected to ask follow-up questions during the second presidential debate. (1992)
(2) The moderator shall ensure that candidates address at least 16 questions. (2004)

Timing and Debate Locations
The number of days between the debate and the election day (unit: days)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1st Presidential Debate</th>
<th>2nd Presidential Debate</th>
<th>3rd Presidential Debate</th>
<th>Vice Presidential Debate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>34 days</td>
<td>24 days</td>
<td>18 days</td>
<td>29 days</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Debate Locations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>1st</th>
<th>2nd</th>
<th>3rd</th>
<th>4th</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>Winston-Salem, NC</td>
<td>Los Angeles, CA</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Omaha, NE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>St. Louis, MO</td>
<td>Richmond, VA</td>
<td>East Lansing, MI</td>
<td>Atlanta, GA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>Hartford, CT</td>
<td>San Diego, CA</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>St. Petersburg, FL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Boston, MA</td>
<td>Winston-Salem, NC</td>
<td>St. Louis, MO</td>
<td>Danville, KY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Coral Gables, FL</td>
<td>St. Louis, MO</td>
<td>Tempe, AZ</td>
<td>Cleveland, OH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Oxford, MS</td>
<td>Nashville, TN</td>
<td>Hempstead, NY</td>
<td>St. Louis, MO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Denver, CO</td>
<td>Hempstead, NY</td>
<td>Boca Raton, FL</td>
<td>Danville, KY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Number of Debates**

Except for 1960 when there were four presidential debates and 1988 and 1996 which had two presidential debates, there have been three presidential debates and one vice presidential debate.

**Audience and Interactivity**

**Audience question**

Changes in managing audience questions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Changes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>No specific limitation on audience questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>Moderator is permitted to ask brief follow-ups to clarify ambiguous questions from audience</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Restrictions Added Since 2000**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Restrictions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>(1) Follow-up questions from audience are prohibited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2) Audience shall submit their questions to the moderator before the debate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>If any audience member poses a question or makes a statement that is different from the one that the audience member earlier submitted to the moderator, the moderator will cut off the questioner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>The moderator shall not ask follow-up questions or comment on questions asked by audience</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Audience instruction
Audience is asked not to applaud or participate by any means other than silent observation except as provided by the agreed upon rules of the town hall debate

Audience selection in town hall debate
(1) A certain number of uncommitted voters would be selected by
(2) The number of people in audience
   Approximately 250 people (1992, 1996)
APPENDIX SIX
AUDIENCE REACTION STUDIES

The only major published study of general election debate audience reactions showed that they are able to affect viewers’ perceptions of a candidate. In four experiments testing the impact of audience reaction on viewers’ rating of the candidates’ debate performance and traits, Fein, Goethals, and Kugler found consistent effects. APPC studies conducted for the Working Group confirm these findings.

Overall Design of the Studies

Participants for the APPC study of the effects of audience reaction in debates were recruited from Amazon’s crowd sourcing platform Mechanical Turk which is a web service run by Amazon.com designed to crowd-source Human Intelligence Tasks (HIT). Participants were randomly assigned to condition (around 300 respondents per condition) and either exposed to the actual debate clip with no editing, a clip with debate reactions edited out in a way that looked and sounded natural, or a control/baseline condition with no debate material. To orient those in the control condition to the post-test questions, after exposure all participants were shown a screen shot of both candidates with their names superimposed on their pictures.

Although we randomized conditions, we note that samples collected from Mechanical Turk are not entirely representative of the general U.S. population. So, for example, the demographic profile of the sample (Table 1) shows that the sample is younger, more male, less Black, more Asian, less Hispanic, more highly educated, and more left leaning politically than the general U.S. population. This distribution is consistent across the samples of the two studies reported here and other published studies evaluating Mechanical Turk.

Experiment 1

The first experiment used the 1984 Reagan/Mondale debate clip noted earlier in which Reagan dismissed concerns about his age.

Trewhitt: Mr. President, I want to raise an issue that I think has been lurking out there for 2 or 3 weeks and cast it specifically in national security terms. You already are the oldest President in history. And some of your staff say you were tired after your most recent encounter with Mr. Mondale. I recall yet that President Kennedy had to go for days on end with very little sleep during the Cuban missile crisis. Is there any doubt in your mind that you would be able to function in such circumstances?

Reagan: Not at all, Mr. Trewhitt, and I want you to know that also I will not make age an issue of this campaign. I am not going to exploit, for political purposes, my opponent’s youth and inexperience.
Prolonged audience laughter and applause

**Reagan:** If I still have time, I might add, Mr. Trewhitt, I might add that it was Seneca or it was Cicero, I don’t know which, that said, “If it was not for the elders correcting the mistakes of the young, there would be no state.”

**Trewhitt:** Mr. President, I’d like to head for the fence and try to catch that one before it goes over, but I’ll go on to another question.

Participants randomized to the first condition were shown the clip in its entirety including the audience laughter. Those randomized to the second condition saw the same clip with the audience laughter edited out. (The video faded out after Reagan said “youth and inexperience” and faded back in before he said “it was Seneca.”) Those randomized into the third condition were not exposed to any of the debate clips.

After viewing the clips the respondents were asked to rate the favorability of the candidates on a one (very unfavorable) to eleven (very favorable) scale. Figure 1 charts the results of audience reaction on the favorability of the candidates. Exposure to the debate clip with the full audience reaction significantly affected the favorability...
of both candidates compared to baseline. As one would expect, the impact is much greater for Reagan than for Mondale.

**Experiment 2**

The stimulus for our second experiment is an exchange from the October 5, 1988 debate between Republican Vice President Nominee Dan Quayle and Democrat Lloyd Bentsen:

**Dan Quayle:** I have far more experience than many others that sought the office of vice president of this country. I have as much experience in the Congress as Jack Kennedy did when he sought the presidency. I will be prepared to deal with the people in the Bush administration, if that unfortunate event would ever occur.

**Judy Woodruff:** Senator Bentsen.

---

**Figure 2: The impact of debate audience reaction on the favorability of Dan Quayle and Lloyd Bentsen**
Bentsen: Senator, I served with Jack Kennedy, I knew Jack Kennedy, Jack Kennedy was a friend of mine. Senator, you are no Jack Kennedy. (Prolonged audience shouts and applause) What has to be done in a situation like that is to call in the -

Woodruff: (To audience) Please, please, once again you are only taking time away from your own candidate.

Quayle: That was really uncalled for, Senator. (Audience shouts and applause)

Bentsen: You are the one that was making the comparison, Senator - and I'm one who knew him well. And frankly I think you are so far apart in the objectives you choose for your country that I did not think the comparison was well-taken.

The design of this experiment is similar to the first but with five conditions instead of three: Condition 1 is the actual clip with no edits, condition 2 edits out the audience reaction to Bentsen, condition 3 edits out the reaction elicited by Quayle, condition 4 edits out the reactions to both candidates.

Audience reactions had a significant impact on the favorability and perceptions of the candidates (Figure 2). Those in the baseline condition rated Bentsen only slightly more favorably than Quayle while the difference in ratings in the full clip condition is a little over 2 scale points. When the reaction to Bentsen is edited out, his favorability drops and Quayle’s increases. When the reaction to Quayle’s is edited out in condition 3, his ratings are lower than in condition 2 but higher than condition 1 suggesting that this audience response had a negative effect on reception of the Republican vice presidential nominee. All differences are statistically significant.
NOTES

1. Chaired by Anita Dunn and Beth Myers, the Annenberg Debate Reform Working Group included: Robert Barnett, Bob Bauer, Joel Benenson, Charles Black, Rick Davis, Benjamin Ginsberg, Kathleen Hall Jamieson, Ron Klain, Neil Newhouse, Zac Moffatt, Jim Perry, Joe Rospars, Michael Sheehan and Stuart Stevens (for bios and a description of the meetings held by the Working Group, see Appendix One).


4. A 2014 American Press Institute study found that “Among smartphone owners, 78 percent report using their device to get news in the last week. Seventy-three percent of tablet owners use their device to get news. And people with more devices tend to enjoy following the news more…. Fully 4 in 10 Americans say they got news in the last week from social media, through platforms such as Twitter or Facebook.” http://www.americanpressinstitute.org/publications/reports/survey-research/personal-news-cycle/. Retrieved August 4, 2014.


9. For across time viewership data, see Appendix Three.


